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Pysdens Solicitors COVID19: Warning About “Digital COVID-19” 

Attacking the Supply Chain. 
 
 

1. Future of Human Interaction and “the Supply Chain”: it is important to 
understand that human interaction takes place within a scenario with many elements 
that at any moment may assist or disrupt that human interaction or supply chain. We 
did posit a legal definition of “the supply chain” in our press release 312 in 2015 in 
12 languages. We now posit another non-legal definition which is that “the supply 



chain” is how humans satisfy their physical and non-physical needs. We devised this 
definition and its development whilst considering issues with our international team 
with whom we are working to create our own robot-lawyer. In addition, the Greek 
philosopher, Plato, in his book “The Republic”, adds another philosophical 
definition. In Book II he explains how “the supply chain” begins to be created and, 
even further, how export and import markets are necessary in order to satisfy needs. 
Human interaction continues today and we are now used to having digital-human 
interaction which, in many ways, facilitates and makes it easier to satisfy our human 
needs. Pysdens Solicitors together with our associate research unit 
TheHouseofBranchofGold and our international team have come up with a digital 
definition of “the supply chain”, which we will reveal when we publish our essay on 
the process of creating a robot lawyer, which we hope will be soon. Unfortunately the 
Covid-19 pandemic has disrupted process in this regard.  

2.  “Digital COVID-19” in the Supply Chain: we are all living, without exception, a 
battle of our own and in our respective communities. COVID-19 has put 
consideration of our own mortality right in front of us. Our concerns for our own lives 
and those whom we love is on our minds on a daily basis. This acts as a reminder that 
we are not immortal or superior to any other being or anything else in the universe. 
We are experiencing something that we have only seen in films but this is not 
something that can be resolved with any speed. We take the view that a “digital-virus” 
could have the same effect as Covid-19 in that if we as mankind move over to a 
completely digital system it would be subject to viral attack. If such an attack was 
worldwide as COVID-19 is, there is no planning that could cope with such an event. 
We have already warned about the supply chain being disrupted by outer-space events 
and the possibility that solar flares could cause GPS systems to fail and cause 
problems with ship navigation. This was well before the digital revolution began to 
gain real momentum.  

3. Digital Liability: in the legal, transport and insurance industries in which we deal, we 
are noticing that large firms are seeking to establish complete digital platforms. This 
is intended to gain a commercial advantage as well as minimize costs and “speed up” 
human processes. One of the main issues we have considered in our research is that 
humans cannot evolve beyond they natural ability and we have considered to what 
extent digital super-velocity computer processes can actually assist and indeed benefit 
humans, particularly if there is a viral disaster. For this reason it is our opinion human 
interaction should not be completely digital and needs failsafe systems in place to 
avoid significant losses. If a complete worldwide shutdown were to happen to digital 
systems even at this point in time there would be significant losses, both human and 
economic. Such losses caused by digital systems are already occurring not on a 
globally significant scale but on a scale that is significant to individuals and 
organisations when working with systems that belongs to others and fail. In the 
drive for advancement in the digital sphere insufficient consideration in our view has 
been given to the issue of compensation which is usually token and in no way 
sufficient to cover the loss.  We have already raised this issue in earlier press releases 
as governments and interested parties are pushing for advancement of the digital 
world without taking responsibility for losses that arise from usage. We suggest to the 
governments of the world that what we have seen with COVID-19 is a warning for 
mankind with reference to a complete digital system.  
  

 



 
 
 
 

 

We at Pysdens Solicitors make every effort to keep our expenses to a minimum in 
order to pass our savings to our clients. Our fees are very competitive which, in 
times of economic difficulties, is important to consider. Our policy is to resolve 
disputes early rather than to litigate. 
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